MINERAL FREQUENCY THERAPY DEVICE (FDA Registered)

One of the highly effective
naturopathic treatments available to
us is called Mineral Infrared Therapy.
This non-invasive, non-surgical
machine uses a blend of the minerals
found in the human body to create an
infrared electromagnetic emission
exactly in the spectrum of the
minerals of your body.
This emission penetrates six inches
into the body and causes what is
called a "resonance" of these minerals
which are then liberated from the
oxidized condition and are once again available as enzyme co-factors. You may or may not understand
that, but the bottom line is that this treatment is effective for all conditions which involve enzyme
dysfunction, in other words almost all conditions. The term used for MITs effect is "normalization of
tissue."
The human body contains about 60 minerals elements, and has unique frequencies between 4-15
micrometers. When these minerals are imbalanced, one falls ill. The Mineral Frequency Device is a
heated device that uses the mineral displacement pad made from the essential elements and gives
specific frequencies when energized, that work to replace the energy that we should obtain from the
sun but are lacking due to atmospheric absorption.
They have been proven to have a positive, safe and healing effect on human beings. Clinical studies have
shown the device has the capacity to help arthritis, reduce pain and inflammation and has multiple
applications for muscle, bone, skin and internal organs. The device is safe and easy to operate and can
produce increased synergetic healing effects when used with other herbal therapies.
Main treatment sites are the back of the neck, used to help sleep, and other nervous disorders: the
upper chest are for circulation for lung and heart: the throat for adjustments of thyroid and thymus:
abdominal area for liver, stomach, spleen and pancreas: lower back for the kidneys and adrenal
function. It is also very effective at healing to heal stubborn sores and wounds. Over 10,000 doctors and
patients are using this device in the United States.
The MIT’s mineral plate is coated with a proprietary mineral formulation consisting of 33 trace
elements… a combination essential to living organisms and the human body. When heated, these
minerals emit a wavelength of 4-15mm (narrow far infrared frequency) onto areas of the body to be

treated. The emitted frequencies excite the minerals of our bodies on a molecular level, causing similar
oscillations in our own elemental components.
Thus we have essentially taken in these frequencies, absorbed them and allowed them to supplement
our own natural (or unnaturally altered) trace-element frequencies. Through continued use of the MIT,
the constant and consistent frequencies given off by the natural elements on the disc will cause our own
deficient trace element frequencies to resonate at their natural amplitudes, adjusting our biochemical
pathways in the meantime. This type of balancing method has proven very useful in helping with many
ailments, both common and rare.
The MIT penetrates about 3-8 inches into the body, producing such amazing and long-lasting effects as
•

relief of muscular aches, pains and sinusitis symptoms

•

alleviation of inflammation and edema

•

promotion of healing effects on internal organs and bone fractures

•

improvement of soft tissue injuries

For soft tissue injury, use the MIT on the affected area(s) at a distance of 12 inches for 20 to 30 minutes
daily. It will help alleviate pain and hematoma, increase circulation to the injured area, enhance the
strength of muscle tendons, and promote tissue regeneration. For best results, use the MIT in
combination with Myosteo and Bathdetox. Both herbal formulas have been found effective in relieving
pain associated with injuries, arthritis, sciatica, fibromyalgia and more.

